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Synagogues in Bohemia and Moravia transferred into churches of the Czechoslovak Church 

Mapping state and shape of synagogal historic buildings in Bohemia and Moravia we notice 

several facts: only a tiny fraction of synagogues serves its former religious function, a lot of 

synagogues have been destroyed, and many others have been transformed into buildings of 

various use – museums and galleries, dwelling houses and shops, and even a pelt drying kilt. 

We encounter also a group of synagogal buildings which were, at least in some period of 

time, transformed into churches and congregations of the Czechoslovak (Hussite) Church.  

The praxis of the transformat Kaburkova ion of Jewish religious buildings into churches of 

non-Catholic churches in Bohemia and Moravia represents highly interesting phenomenon in 

the Czechoslovak history since the beginning of the German Occupation until the 1950s, the 

period which represents times especially adverse to religious life in Czechoslovakia and in the 

Soviet bloc in general. 

The Czechoslovak Church started to purchase former synagogues already in the 1920 when a 

lot of Jewish village communities ceased to exist. In late 1930, the situation was different, the 

Jewish communities were under pressure and tried to find a way how to continue: the 

community in Kladno and Rakovník offered their synagogues to believers of the 

Czechoslovak Church, and for some time (1938–1939) they shared the liturgical space 

together, a situation highly unconventional in any time.     

After the war, the membership of the Czechoslovak Church continued to raise and the new 

congregations searched for room among the abandoned Jewish synagogues. In the late 

1940s and till the late 1950s the Czechoslovak Church purchased or started to use nearly 

forty former synagogues. How it was possible and what have become with the buildings in 

recent years will show the present paper. 
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